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our board members' invaluable contributions to both our complete 
companion audit structure and the Journal's crucial progress. Global 
experts in linked logical distributions make up the Journal group. To 
ensure distribution quality, all submitted papers pass through various 
steps. Authors can submit submissions and keep track of our board 
members' invaluable contributions to both our complete companion 
audit structure and the Journal's crucial progress. Global experts in 
linked logical distributions make up the Journal group. All submitted 
papers go through several steps to ensure distribution quality. Due 
to COVID19 pandemic several researchers and technicians are still 
coping with issues such as laboratory closures and online instruction 
while also dealing with the effects of the pandemic scenario on their 
daily lives. Some of the editors, reviewers, and authors of a variety of 
periodicals are also doctors fighting the pandemic. As a result, delays 
are unavoidable during this pandemic, and we would want to express 
our gratitude. It is critical that our Editors and Editorial Advisory 
Board address the themes we distribute and reflect the countries from 
which our submissions are submitted. Furthermore, the Journal of 
Nanomaterials & Molecular nanotechnology has aided early-career 
scholars.

Researchers/Scientists/Authors are welcome to submit their CVs 
and research interests to join the Editorial Board, where they can 
collaborate closely with the Editors and Reviewers to ensure a high-
quality and timely review process. Please give us your current C.V., 
research interests, biography, and recent photograph (JPG) if you 
are interested in joining our Editorial Board at Email: nanotech@
scholarres.org. Researchers/Scientists/Authors are welcome to submit 
their CVs and areas of research interest to join the Editorial Board, 
where they can collaborate closely with the Editors and Reviewers to 
deliver the same high quality and timely service.

Announcement
First and foremost, we'd want to express our heartfelt gratitude 

to the Open Access Journal's editors. The Journal of Nanomaterials 
and Molecular Nanotechnology works with over 50 distinguished 
editors and publishes high-quality articles in the field of Nanoscience 
and Nanotechnology which includes topics such as Nanomaterials, 
Types, Design, Synthesis & Characterization of Nanostructured 
Materials, Current Research Advancements, Potential applications 
of Nanomaterials/Nanotechnology, Global Market, Molecular 
Nanotechnology, Nanodevices and Nanosensors, Nanoelectronics, 
Nanomedicine, Nanofabrication Techniques, Nanotoxicity, 
Nanobiotechnology, Pharmaceutical Nanotechnology, Commercial 
Aspects-Nanotechnology Market, etc. We use an Editorial Tracking 
System, an online manuscript submission, review, and tracking 
system, to ensure excellence in the peer-review process. The review 
procedure is carried out by members of the Journal's editorial 
board or external specialists; any citable manuscript must receive 
the approval of at least two independent reviewers, followed by 
editor approval. Authors can submit submissions and keep track of 
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